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Bleach reigai arc episode list

Specials 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 # Air Date Title 1 Apr 13 2010 This episode recaps the history of the Karakura arc and ends with Ichigo and Ulquiorra about to renew their fight. 1 Apr 12 2011 After the defeat of Aizen, the shinigami are adjusting back to the peaceful times. After clearing and restoring the barriers where
Karakura Town was temporarily exchanged with Soul... 2 Apr 20 2010 Ichigo and Ulquiorra final battle properly begins with the two being more or less matched. Ichigo is able to read the movements of his opponent b... 2 Apr 19 2011 While Kon tries to keep the green-haired girl, whose name is Nozomi Kujo, a secret of Ichigo's family,
Ichigo himself is placed under confinement in Seireitei. Rukia sn... 3 Apr 27 2010 After being saved by Orihime in his fight against Ulquiorra, Ichigo realizes he needs to improve his game if he wants to have any chance of defeating number four Espada. Wit... 3 Apr 26 2011 Ury? Ishida appears and confronts the mysterious scientist while
Kon is unable to respond. Nozomi is left unconscious, captured by Kira and Nanao. Ishida is defeated by the sc... May 4, 2010 Ichigo is unable to release all his power in his battle with Ulquiorra for fear of hurting Orihime. However, once Ishida returns from his battle with Yammy in order to protec ... May 4, 2011 At urahara store, ichigo,
ury?, sado is sitting at a table silently while Orihime evaluates Nozomi Kuj's condition?. She stirs in her sleep, much to the surpr of Orihime... May 5, 2010 Ichigo tries to defend himself from Ulquiorra's attacks with mixed results. However, he declares that he will never give up, even if the boot is stronger than him. Ulquiorra responds...
May 5, 2011 Shunsui Ky?raku meets with Captain J?shir? Ukitake, where they discuss in particular how the incident seems too planned to be believable. Ukitake asks him what... May 6, 2010 With Ichigo apparently killed from Ulquiorra's last attack, Ishida stands up to continue the fight instead. Unfortunately things don't go any better for
young Quin... May 6, 2011 In karakura city, Nozomi Kuj? wanders apathetically through the city, with Kon in nearpursuit. He asks where she's going, where she claims she doesn't know. Hge... May 7, 2010 Rukia, Renji and Chad continue their fight against Rudobone. However, as soon as they end up out of that a very angry Yammy
appears. Meanwhile, Ichigo's fight against... May 24, 2011 Ichigo Kurosaki, Yasutora Sado and Orihime Inoue run throughout karakura city. Orihime confirms that he felt Rukia Kuchiki's reiatsu, while Ichigo goes out to help them... 8 Jun 01 2010 Yammy is enraged by Ulquiorra's death and frees his zanpakuto, Ira. It grows to a colossal
size and its rating from 10 to 0, explaining that the Sword ra... May 8, 2011 Hitsugaya, Hitsugaya, Kenpachi and Komamura, the four captains trapped in the living world, use urahara's senkaimon to return to the Soul Society. They fall into the Inaba... 9 Jun 08 2010 Captain Hitsugaya and Harribel use a series of water and ice attacks.
Since Captain Hitsugaya can turn any water into ice, and Harribel can turn any ice into water, both the... 9 Jun 07 2011 Unohana and her impostor engage in a child conflict, with Unohana escaping. The Fake Kyoraku and Ukitake are unable to defeat the chief captain, who criticizes his claim that... 10 Jun 15 2010 Hitsugaya shows Halibel
the true power of Hyourinmaru, but by releasing his final technique he risks the lives of his companions. Meanwhile, Soi Fon and Oomaeda take over Barraga... 10 Jun 14 2011 Ichigo enters the Precipice World and heads towards the Soul Society. Byakuya kills fake hitsugaya and moves on, where he finds fake byakuya. While you were
in a bamboo forest, Ken... 11 Jun 22 2010 The battle between the Reapers of the Soul and the Sword becomes increasingly tense. Soi Fon and Omaeda find themselves in a bad situation against Barragan's Respira. They can't eve... 11 Jun 21 2011 Byakuya confronts his fake counterpart, originally fighting until he releases his bankai.
Meanwhile, Komammura is having trouble dealing with fake fon soi, whose speed a ... 12 Jun 29 2010 The battle of Kyouraku against Stark finally begins when Stark reveals the secret of his bond with Lilinette and releases his form from Resurrección. As such Kyouraku is forced to... 12 Jun 28 2011 Hitsugaya and Kenpachi arrive at the
Inaba operations base. They involve you in combat, and Inaba reveals her Zanpakut? can record attacks in the Cliff World and fire... 13 Jul 06 2010 Kyoraku allows Ukitake to join him in the fight against Starrk. Starrk fights With Ukitake a little and notices the technique of his shikai who absorbs the one from his cero and shoots back... 13
Jul 05 2011 Ichigo wakes up in urahara's shop, baffled by how he was rescued. Urahara tells him that there are several ways to escape the restrictive current, but none to escape... 14 Jul 13 2010 Hirako and the other Vizards arrive in the false city of Karakura to help in the fights. When Captain Yamamoto notices the Vizards, he goes into
a 101-year-old flash back... 14 Jul 12 2011 Renji reports to the captain-in-chief and informs him that the captains involved in the fight with Inaba were not heard. The chief captain claims that only the reaper of the soul... 15 Jul 20 2010 Hisagi joins Komamura to fight Tosen in the hope of bringing his former captain back to his senses.
Meanwhile, the other Reapers of the Soul form an uneasy alliance with the Visors: Li... 15 Jul 19 2011 After regaining his zanpakuto and reaper skills, Nozomi decides he wants to help defeat Kageroza, but is met with the opposition of Ichigo and other reapers of the soul... 16 Jul 27 2010 Barragan survives survives Soi Fon's bankai
although half of his face was destroyed. Angrily, he fires his breathing attack until hachigen's hand rots. Howev... 16 Jul 26 2011 Hisagi and Kira take on fake hitsugaya while Matsumoto and Iba fight fake komamura. Renji and Rukia take on the battle of Omaeda with fake byakuya when he apparently loses to... 17 Aug 03 2010 Stark
shows no signs of taking his battle against Love and Rose seriously. Running out of patience, Lilinette starts shooting without thinking about the two Visors without Stark's... 17 Aug 02 2011 The Captain Chief asks the remaining reapers of souls if Nozomi is what he heard in the report. Rukia replies that she is, and that her name is
Nozomi Kujo. Yamamoto respon... 18 Aug 10 2010 Stark divides his own soul and casts it into flocks of wolves and casts them against Love and Rose. Preparing to strike the final blow, Stark is taken by surprise by Shun... 18 Aug 09 2011 Nozomi's Zanpakuto breaks down in the middle of trying to protect Genryusai from kageroza attack.
While Ichigo and Kon try to save Nozomi from being taken, Kageroza r... 19 Aug 17 2010 Las Noches. Long ago, Apache, then still an Adjucha-class Hollow, was hunted by other Hollows when Halibel saved his life. Apache soon joins Halibel's group consisting of... 19 Aug 16 2011 After his defeat by Kageroza, Ichigo lost his Shinigami
powers. Still determined to save Nozomi, Ichigo and his friends gather in Urahara's shop to invent a... 20 Aug 24 2010 Without the Sword, the Visoreds are now able to face Aizen. Having been unwilling guinea pigs in Aizen's past experiment, the Visors make no effort to hide his hat... 20 Aug 23 2011 Inside the Precipice World, Rukia and
the other act as decoys to draw away the Reigai's attention while Ichigo, Urahara, and Kon invade the Seireitei. While you're looking for... 21 Aug 31 2010 Ichigo goes against Yammy. Rukia realizes that Ichigo is acting strange after his battle with Ulquiorra and shows his concern for him. Ichigo is also shaken by the fac... August 21, 2011
The captains and lieutenants of the Thirteen Court Guard Squadrons thought they had fallen into battle to fight the Reigai. Meanwhile, Ichigo's spiritual energy and hollow powers... 22 Sep 07 2010 Ichigo wakes up to find himself in the middle of a desert. Seated next to a confused Ichigo are Uryu, Orihime and Chad, all dressed in an
Arabic style. Introducing osselve ... 22 Sep 06 2011 Urahara deduces where Kageroza's other laboratory may be, and he and Kon go to that location, only to be paraded by a kisuke reigai. While Urahara fights his counter... 23 Sep 14 2010 Kenpachi overcomes Yammy's monstrous size and hard exterior to land a clean blow against the
Sword. Meanwhile, Ichigo uses Throat to return to the World of the Living. In t... 23 13 2011 Yushima does not show shows in the fight against Hollow Ichigo, and tries to leave. But the irrational hollow continues to pursue him, causing them to confront each other in Sokyoku Hill, while... 24 Sep 21 2010 While he holds a dying Hiyori, an
enraged Hirako prepares to face Aizen in battle. Meanwhile, Hisagi and Komamura fight Tosen in a desperate attempt to bring his... 24 Sep 20 2011 Yushima's Zanpakuto stabs Ichigo Hollow, and within his own consciousness he can see Nozomi inside Yushima as well. Nozomi calls Ichigo, but before he can... 25 Sep 28 2010
Komamura performs his Bankai, Kokujo Tengen Myo-oh, to subdue Tosen. However, Tosen has already deduced the weakness of Bankai de Komamura for years working together... 25 Sep 27 2011 While captains and lieutenants fight the Reigai, Ichigo uses his restored powers to fight the merged form of Inaba and Nozomi. 26 Oct 05
2010 Tosen is now able to see in his form of Ressureccion. But Komamura claims that in exchange for his vision, Tosen has now blinded his own heart. Unable to kill the... 26 Oct 04 2011 Gradually losing his powers temporarily restored, Ichigo fights a hollow, but is saved by Rukia. The shinigami in charge of karakura city, Kuramadani
Zennosuke inter... 27 Oct 12 2010 Ichigo returned to the World of the Living to fight Aizen. After an unsuccessful first attack, Ichigo Hollowfies to deliver his Getsugatensho against Aizen, but that also p ... 28 Oct 19 2010 The Thirteen Squads and Visoreds of the Court Guard launch a full-scale attack against Aizen. But Aizen does a quick
job of his combined efforts. Just when you think all hope is... 29 Oct 26 2010 Chief Captain Genryusai Yamamoto of the Thirteen Court Guard Squadrons enters the field to fight Aizen. Genryusai's attempt to incinerate Aizen in a burning inferno is thwarted by Wonderw... 30 Nov 02 2010 Ichigo manages to injure Aizen with his Hollowfied
Getsugatensho attack. But to his surprise, the Hogyoku instantly heals Aizen's wound. Aizen then reveals an even more shoc... 31 Nov 09 2010 Aizen continues to reveal the truth about Ichigo's past battles incapacitating Ichigo's willpower. Ichigo refuses to accept the truth and goes to another strik... 32 Nov 16 2010 As they cross the
blades, Gin asks Ichigo if he remembers their last encounter, to which Ichigo replies that he does not remember Gin's heart being present at that time. Answer from Ichigo p... 33 Nov 23 2010 To celebrate the release of Bleach Movie 4, the Shinigami of Soul Society decides to host its own film festival. Ichigo ends up having no choice but
to help. 34 Nov 30 2010 35 Dec 07 2010 Kisuke Urahara steps onto the battlefield while Aizen, fused with Hogyoku, begins his transformation. Urahara's kido attack seems against Aizen, who claims that he... 36 Dec 14 2010 Ichigo finds himself trapped against Gin Gin But to Ichigo's surprise, Gin advises him to flee this battle.
Meanwhile, Urahara, Yoruichi and Isshin fight Aizen in a... 37 Dec 21 2010 Ichigo fights to learn the technique Final Getsuga Tensho... but first he must convince Zangetsu to teach him. Meanwhile, Aizen and Gin walk the real Karakura... 38 Jan 04 2011 The Women's Soul Reaper Association is hosting a New Year's Eve party at the Soul
Society when Hitsugaya and the other male Soul Reapers enter. Meanwhile, in the world... 39 Jan 11 2011 Two monster hunters arrive at an old castle where Franken Ichigo, Succubus Rukia, Vampire Uryu, Pumpkin Orihime, Mummy Renji, Witches Rangiku, and Wolfman Hitsugaya live like me... 40 Jan 18 2011 Shuhei Hisagi leads a
busy life taking care of the functions of the Squadron 9 Lieutenant and Editor-in-Chief of the Seireitei Bulletin, in addition to preparing picnic lunches for the Reaper of the Soul... 41 Jan 25 2011 Aizen and Gin near Tatsuki when Don Kanonji comes to the rescue. An injured Rangiku also arrives to face Gin. Meanwhile, looking to learn the
Final Getsugatens... 42 Feb 01 2011 Aizen continues his pursuit of Ichigo's friends. Fearing for their lives, Keigo tries to attack Aizen using the Zanpakuto he stole from Kurumadani. Gin returns to Aizen afte... 43 Feb 08 2011 Gin recalls his past and the fateful event that led him to become a Reaper of the Soul serving under Aizen.
Meanwhile, the overwhelming spiritual pressure of Aizen forces Tatsuki, Keigo a... 44 Feb 15 2011 Battle follows between Aizen and Ichigo. His easily diverted level 90 kido attack, Aizen evolves further into the better Ichigo. But Ichigo, now fully aware of why Tensa Zangetsu... February 22, 2011 The battle in the city of Karakura and the
Soul Society has come to an end. Karakura Town is returned to the World of the Living using Mayuri's technology, and everyone prepares to... 46 Mar 01 2011 47 Mar 08 2011 48 Mar 15 2011 49 Mar 22 2011 50 Mar 29 2011 2011
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